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Identification and quantification of trace-gas sources is a major challenge for understanding and regulating air quality
and greenhouse gas emissions. Current approaches provide either continuous but localized monitoring, or quasi-
instantaneous “snapshot-in-time” regional monitoring. There is a need for emissions detection that provides both
continuous and regional coverage, because sources and sinks can be episodic and spatially variable. We field deploy
a dual frequency comb laser spectrometer for the first time, enabling an observing system that provides continuous
detection of trace-gas sources over multiple-square-kilometer regions. Field tests simulating methane emissions from
oil and gas production demonstrate detection and quantification of a 1.6 g min−1 source (less than the average emis-
sions from a small pneumatic controller) from a distance of 1 km, and the ability to discern two leaks among a field of
many potential sources. The technology achieves the goal of detecting, quantifying, and attributing emissions sources
continuously through time, over large areas, and at emissions rates ∼1000 × lower than current regional approaches.
It therefore provides a useful tool for monitoring and mitigating undesirable sources and closes a major information
gap in the atmospheric sciences. © 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing
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1. INTRODUCTION

Emissions of greenhouse gases and pollutants pose serious risks for
global climate change and human health and safety. Regional
detection, quantification, and attribution of trace gas sources
and sinks is therefore a critical need for a variety of applications,
including quantification of emissions in urban or industrial
settings for monitoring, reporting, and verification; detection
of small amounts of hazardous gases; verification of sub-surface
sequestration efforts; and characterization of the exchange of trace
gases between the atmosphere and natural or managed ecosys-
tems. For many needs, strictly local and/or strictly time-invariant
observational capabilities do not suffice for complete characteri-
zation of fluxes. For example, the “snapshots-in-time” provided by
aircraft, satellite, or vehicle-mounted point sensor estimations
of emissions from oil and gas operations may miss the largest
fluxes, which are thought to be highly infrequent [1,2] or may
misrepresent fluxes by sampling during midday, when manually

triggered (operational) emissions are most frequent [3]. Similarly,
regional continuous monitoring can be achieved with networks of
point sensors, but the level of detail in the disaggregation of source
locations and sizes must necessarily scale with the number of
sensors deployed (e.g., [4]), increasing costs and complexity.

Here, we demonstrate a technology capable of continuous
monitoring of trace gas fluxes, with the ability to distinguish
between emissions sources at fine scales and across large areas
and to infer time evolution and variability of individual sources.
We present the first remote field deployment of dual frequency
comb technology [5,6], coupled with innovations in atmospheric
inversion modeling, to enable the continuous detection, location
and quantification of small trace gas sources over several square
kilometer regions using a single, autonomous instrument. The
system consists of the fielded dual frequency comb spectrometer,
located in a centralized mobile trailer, which emits a sparse array
of kilometer-scale beams strategically located throughout a region
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of potential emitters to sensitively measure trace gas concentra-
tions over time (see Fig. 1). The measurements are coupled with
an atmospheric transport model in a Bayesian inversion to iden-
tify sources and quantify the emission rate over time at each
source location with several-minute resolution. The laser beam
is invisible and eye-safe, and the system can operate continuously
day and night except during periods of total optical occlusion
(e.g., heavy precipitation). Trace gas sources do not need to be
imaged directly, which is important for cases in which line-of-
sight from the laser to the source location is blocked by terrain
or vegetation. Rather, the sensitivity of the spectrometer enables a
sparse beam array that only must intersect the plumes downwind
of the sources.

Two field test scenarios utilizing controlled methane emissions
are presented here to demonstrate the system’s capabilities with
respect to two key features for regional trace gas emission char-
acterization: 1) quantification of small, variable-rate gas sources
from long distance (>1 km); and 2) identification and quantifi-
cation of multiple sources within a field of many potential
sources. During the first test scenario, we quantify an emission
source varying from 1.6 to 8 gmin−1 over a 24 h period from
a distance of >1 km. As a point of reference, the average breath-
ing rate for an adult human can be estimated at ∼8 standard liters
per minute (slpm, air), compared with volumetric rates ranging
from 2.5 to 12 slpm (methane) used for the emission tests in this

study. The average reported emissions from pneumatic controllers
found on well pads also falls within this range [1,7]. During the
second test, we show that the system correctly identifies and
quantifies two simultaneous emission sources among an area with
up to five potential sources.

2. FIELD-DEPLOYED DUAL-COMB
SPECTROMETER

The frequency comb laser is based on Nobel-prize-winning
research [8,9] that has significantly impacted the field of molecu-
lar spectroscopy [10–12]. The femtosecond pulsed output of a
mode-locked frequency comb laser is composed of thousands
of perfectly spaced, discrete wavelength elements or “comb teeth,”
that act as a parallel set of continuous-wave lasers with known
frequencies. Dual frequency comb spectroscopy uses two combs
with slightly different tooth spacing, mixed on a photodiode after
transmission through a sample, to extract high resolution absorp-
tion information [13–17,11]. The result is an unprecedented
combination of spectral bandwidth (>100 nm, 12 THz) and
resolution (<2 × 10−3 nm, 200 MHz), providing precise and ac-
curate absorption spectra over long atmospheric paths [18,19].

Achieving field operation of the dual-comb spectrometer
(DCS) under harsh conditions required several technological
advancements over the laboratory-based proof-of-concept open-
path DCS [18]. The original ring-cavity frequency combs relied

Fig. 1. Regional source monitoring with a centralized DCS. (a) The DCS measures trace gas absorption over an array of long-distance beam paths.
(b) Time-resolved trace gas concentrations are determined from fits to the absorption spectra with ppb-km sensitivity and stability. (c) An atmospheric
transport model and inversion determines source location and time-resolved emission rate.
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on nonlinear polarization rotation mode locking and were
extremely sensitive to vibration and any environmental change
that manipulated the polarization state within the cavity. The
dual-comb spectrometer employed here utilizes a linear-cavity fre-
quency comb design with all polarization-maintaining fiber and
mode locking based on a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror
(SESAM) [5,20]. The new frequency comb design was shown to
be far more robust and capable of operation in a moving vehicle
[5]. Phase coherence between the two frequency combs, and full
stabilization of the frequency comb teeth in the original labora-
tory-based system, was achieved by phase locking the combs to
two fiber lasers that were locked to a temperature-stabilized cavity
under vacuum. This system was both expensive and sensitive to
vibration and environmental changes. Stabilization of the field-
able system demonstrated here is achieved by locking the carrier
offset frequency (f ceo) using f -to-2f locking, and phase locking
an individual tooth from each comb to a common 1 kHz line-
width continuous-wave (CW) commercial diode laser. The diode
laser is then stabilized against drift through a feedback loop to the
drive current or diode temperature using the repetition rate of one
of the combs [6]. A commercially available ovenized quartz oscil-
lator with high stability and low drift serves as the time base for all
electronic components. These measures allow the DCS system to
operate untethered from laboratory frequency references
required by the proof-of-concept instrument, while still maintain-
ing a level of stabilization that allows for the high-fidelity mea-
surements presented here.

The near-infrared (NIR) frequency comb oscillators used here
generate light around 1.55 μm over a ∼10 nm range. The light
from each oscillator is amplified and spectrally broadened (using
highly nonlinear fiber) to cover from 1.0 to 2.2 μm (for f -to-2f
locking). The light from the two combs is then combined and
spectrally filtered using a custom fiberized interference filter so
that only light in the 1.62–1.69 μm region is sent over the open
path (an optimal NIR wavelength range for measurement of
atmospheric CH4 and water vapor over long paths with high pre-
cision). The filtered light is then transmitted via 20 m of single-
mode fiber (SMF) to the telescope transceiver, which is located
either on top of the spectrometer trailer or on a standalone tower
nearby. The transceiver sends light to and receives light from the
retroreflectors, which are placed in the field, as demonstrated
here, or can be located on an unmanned aerial system as in [21].

A single 100-MHz-bandwidth InGaAs photodetector
mounted on the telescope transceiver is used for detection of
the dual-comb interference signal. The detector signal is transmit-
ted to the data collection system inside the mobile laboratory.
A bias tee separates the RF and DC components of the signal.
The DC portion is used to monitor the power reaching the de-
tector. The RF portion is passed to the data collection system and
digitized at 14 bits and 200 MHz (clocked at the repetition rate
of one of the combs). Prior to digitizing, the dual-comb signal is
amplified and attenuated in order to optimize linearity of the
detection system [19]. The digitizer is controlled by a custom ac-
quisition code that allows for real-time averaging of individual
interferograms as well as phase correction and additional averag-
ing of phase-corrected interferograms in order to reduce the final
data burden. For these tests, individual interferograms are
recorded at ∼630 Hz and averaged for 128 s with phase correc-
tions applied to the interferograms every 150 ms. An example
transmission spectrum from the DCS is shown in Fig. 2(a).

The spectra are fit with an absorption model (based on the
HITRAN database in this case) to simultaneously retrieve the
atmospheric concentration of all trace gases that absorb within
the bandwidth [Fig. 2(b)]. The combination of the dual-comb
instrument and fitting approach produces results that are undis-
torted by atmospheric turbulence, free from instrument-specific
lineshapes, robust against species interference, and require no
periodic calibration (the absorption model serves as the perma-
nent calibration for all instruments) [18,19]. Cross validations
between this DCS instrument and another using the same field-
able design show a long-term agreement of 0.35% (7 ppb) in
CH4 concentration [19]. Thus, the instruments can be net-
worked and the measurements linked (through an appropriate
absorption model) to international standards without periodic
calibration.

Figure 2(c) shows the instrument precision versus averaging
time (Allan deviation) for methane measurements with the fielded
DCS under windy well-mixed conditions. This gives an indica-
tion of the DCS performance and optimal averaging time under
ideal conditions. The measurements used for the Allan deviation
calculation were taken without a leak present, during a 6 h period
when the atmospheric variability in background methane was
very low, which is necessary to accurately decouple instrument
performance from natural atmospheric variations. The methane
measurement precision is compared with results from the original
laboratory-based system under similar conditions. The fielded
DCS system is shown to be more precise, reaching below
2 ppb · km sensitivity in 100 s. The improvement in precision
is mostly the result of improved transceiver throughput over
the laboratory-based setup (see Supplement 1 for further details).
This performance compares well with other work using a similar
DCS architecture [6,19,22].

The current spectrometer is capable of detecting a range of
near-infrared absorbing molecules such as CH4, H2O, CO2,

Fig. 2. (a) Raw transmission spectrum. (b) Result of fit with absorb-
ance model including CH4, CO2, and H2O. The fit residual is largest
near water vapor features in the spectrum. (a) and (b) share horizontal
axes. (c) Allan deviation for methane mole fraction data collected during
well-mixed atmospheric conditions and without nearby leak sources. Also
included in (c) is an Allan deviation trace from open-path DCS measure-
ments using the original laboratory-based system [13].
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and isotopologues. With modifications, it would be capable of
detecting O2, SO2, NH3, and CO. More complex comb spec-
trometers operating further into the mid-infrared will expand
the list of detectable molecules in the future [23].

3. TIME-RESOLVED INVERSION OF THE DCS
DATA TO LOCATE AND SIZE TRACE-GAS
SOURCES

New inversion techniques are needed to provide time-resolved
location and quantification of sources with the sparse array of
line-of-sight integrated open-path measurements provided by
the DCS. For this, we implement an inversion that identifies
sources and quantifies emissions at multiple possible source loca-
tions, given a time series of observations and related covariance, a
transport model to relate the sources and open-path measure-
ments, and estimates of temporal and spatial emission and
background covariance [24].

Specifically, we use a Bayesian inversion to solve for time-
resolved fluxes. The technique allows for the identification of
the onset and end of potentially intermittent emissions, and
has not previously been employed for this type of application.
We achieve time resolution that varies from several minutes to
tens of minutes, depending upon the number of retroreflectors
queried and measurement frequency. Following [24], the stan-
dard formulation for the mass emission rate estimate, or flux
estimate, ŝ, is

ŝ � sp �QHT �HQHT � R�−1�z −Hsp�: (1)

The m × 1 posterior flux vector is ŝ. sp is the m × 1 state vector
of prior source estimates, z is the n × 1 vector of observations, R is
the n × nmatrix of observation covariance,Q is the m × m matrix
of prior flux covariance, and H is the n × m matrix of source–
receptor functions. The dimension n is equal to the number
of observations. The dimension m is equal to the number of mass
emission rates to be estimated, which is equal to the number of
time steps evaluated multiplied by the number of potential source
locations to be monitored.

The inversion uses spectrometer measurements as the prior
estimate for background concentrations, thereby removing poten-
tially confounding signals from nearby emissions and obviating
the need for additional sensors to constrain background condi-
tions. A unique aspect of our approach is that background
concentrations are optimized in the inversion to limit aliasing
of background uncertainty onto flux estimation. Any atmospheric
transport model can be used to determine the source–receptor
functions. Here, we use the Gaussian plume model as a
steady-state solution to atmospheric transport, such that the num-
ber of time steps of flux estimation is equal to the number of
atmospheric observations, n. Assumptions of steady-state atmos-
pheric transport, based on mean meteorological conditions during
a 2 min measurement window, are an appropriate choice because
the travel time (approximated using mean wind speed) from a
given source location to its assigned downwind beam is compa-
rable to measurement averaging times. Further, our use of a
simplified model of atmospheric transport serves as a baseline as-
sessment of the viability of the methodology; more advanced
models can be employed in the future, which could reasonably
be expected to reduce the error in the posterior leak estimate.
A more detailed description of the components of the inversion
can be found in Supplement 1. Additionally, there is potential to

explore other numerical methods for decreasing uncertainty in
derived emission rates using open-path DCS data [25].

4. RESULTS

In the initial deployment described here, we choose the important
case of methane emission detection and quantification from oil
and gas operations to demonstrate the capability of the system.
To this end, controlled methane sources are dispersed across a
field site to simulate emissions from natural gas production sites.
The fielded DCS is located at the Table Mountain Field Site,
∼10 km north of Boulder, Colorado (Fig. 3). A trailer houses
the DCS, but the volume of the DCS and supporting equipment
is 0.6 × 0.9 × 0.7 m and thus amenable to smaller platforms. The
launch/receive optics and pointing gimbal are mounted on the
trailer roof or an adjacent tower. Both the frequency combs
and transceiver optics have been subjected to four seasons of
weather over a 12 month operational period including drastic
temperature variations (∼18°C daily), significant wind loading
(>30 ms−1), and precipitation (rain, snow). Retroreflectors are
placed at distances of up to 1.1 km from the spectrometer.
Targeted sequentially, each retroreflector reflects laser light back
to the photodetector co-located with the launch optics. The ret-
roreflectors are placed among the potential sources (lateral offset
between source and beam path is 15–60 m) for measurement of
upwind and downwind integrated trace-gas concentrations along
sets of laser beams, enabling the estimation of background con-
centrations for each potential emission site and for each time step.
This configuration holds potential for identification of even very
small sources in regions with a high density of oil and gas oper-
ations, where ambient concentrations of methane can have high
spatial and rapid temporal variability.

First, we demonstrate the identification and quantification of a
very small, variable-rate emission at a distance of 1 km (Fig. 4).
Atmospheric measurements begin at 09:00 local time, and con-
tinue until 07:00 the following day. At 14:05, the controlled
release of 7.7 g min−1 begins. At 18:00 the rate changes to
4.6 g min−1, at 22:00 the rate drops again to 3.1 g min−1, and
at 00:00 drops to 1.6 g min−1, before stopping completely at
04:55 (Fig. 4). Atmospheric CH4 measurements downwind of
the leak show clear enhancements when the controlled release be-
gins, and the inversion successfully predicts that no leak is present
before this time (the posterior flux is within 1 − σ of zero). The
posterior emission estimate becomes significantly greater than
zero within minutes of the true leak start, demonstrating that
the system can rapidly identify the onset of emissions, a particu-
larly important feature for intermittent sources. The posterior
emission estimate remains significant for the entire leak duration,
becoming indistinguishable from zero only when the controlled
release is shut off at 04:55 the next day. The posterior emission
rate is variable, particularly during periods of low wind speed and
shifting wind directions, such as occurred between 16:00 and
20:00 (see Figs. 4 and S1), and at night, when parameterization
of atmospheric stability is difficult. Use of more sophisticated
transport models and parameterizations may be expected to
increase the fidelity of the representation of atmospheric flow,
and may therefore lead to reductions in flux estimation errors.
Over the measurement period, the root-mean squared (RMS)
deviation between the measured and true leak rate is 2.9 g min−1.
For comparison, this value is smaller than the mean emissions
from functioning pneumatic controllers on a well site [1,7].
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During the period identified by the inversion as having non-
zero emissions, the overall average posterior emission rate is
5.2� 1.6 g min−1, which is within 1 − σ of the true average emis-
sion rate of 4.9 g min−1 (Fig. 4). The rapid variability in the back-
ground methane concentration is immediately apparent in the
data. Rapid increases and decreases in the overall methane con-
centration, e.g., at 12:00, 17:00, and 03:00, correspond with
abrupt changes in the wind direction, which carries air masses
from different urban, mountain, and nearby oil and gas produc-
tion environments across the test site (see Fig. S1).

A second set of field tests assesses the ability of the observing
system to locate and quantify simultaneous emissions from multi-
ple sources. To simulate an accurate representation of the density
of oil and gas production in the United States, the inversion is
given prior knowledge of the spatial distribution of five well sites
similar to a randomly selected section of the nearby Denver–
Julesburg oil and gas basin. Controlled methane release points
are positioned at two of five well sites (Fig. 5). Eight retroreflec-
tors create an array of beams interspersed among the sites.
Measurements begin at 09:00, and controlled releases begin at
both emission points at 11:30 with equal rates of 3.1 g min−1,
increasing to 3.7 g min−1 at 13:10. Atmospheric measurements
continue until both controlled releases are turned off at 17:00.
The inversion identifies emissions at both sites beginning at
the correct time (Fig. 5). The RMS deviation between the
estimated and true leak strength is below 1.2 g min−1. Equally
important, the inversion also correctly identifies the three non-
leaking well sites as having emissions consistent with zero. The
sharp decrease in the overall methane occurring at 13:30 coincides
with a shift in the wind direction, which brings in an air mass with
lower background methane concentration (see Fig. S2).

These tests demonstrate that the system proved fully capable of
detecting and quantifying 1) a small, variable methane emissions

(1.6–8 gmin−1) from a distance of >1 km, and 2) two simulta-
neous methane emissions among a field of five potential sources.
Both of these capabilities are advantageous for systems that seek to
provide robust and sensitive monitoring for methane emissions in
the oil and natural gas production sector.

5. DISCUSSION

The production, transport, and storage of natural gas from the
more than 1 million active wells in the U.S. results in both inten-
tional and unintentional emissions of 6–12 million metric tons of
CH4 to the atmosphere annually [26,27]. These emissions re-
present lost revenue, pose risks to public safety, accelerate climate
change, and, through natural gas co-emissions, lead to decreased
air quality [28]. The economics of leak mitigation is complicated
by the wide spatial distribution and time variability of potential
leaks, making the task of locating leaks with traditional optical gas
imaging and handheld sensing technologies labor intensive,
costly, and unreliable [29]. Existing methane sensing technologies
offer high spatial but low temporal coverage or vice versa [30].
Satellite and aircraft mass balance approaches cover large regions
but at coarse spatial and temporal resolution. Additionally, these
methods are effective only under a subset of atmospheric condi-
tions (e.g., clear sky) and are limited to identification of leaks
greater than 1000–10; 000 gmin−1 [31–34]. Sensors mounted
on vehicles require operators and offer snapshots in time [35–38].
Fixed, continuous ground-based sensors do not acquire sufficient
information to locate specific sources from more than a few hun-
dreds of meters [29], and are currently too expensive for adequate
monitoring of oil and gas operations.

The dual-comb spectrometer and atmospheric inversion
approach demonstrated here offers the ability to continuously
and autonomously monitor many potential sources across multi-
ple square kilometer regions with emission rates down to

Fig. 3. Overview of the field site. (a) Table Mountain field site location. (b) Zoomed view of the site including mobile laboratory (yellow square) and
the area over which tests were conducted (black circle). (c) Field deployed DCS, (d) gimbal/telescope, and (e) retroreflector.
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1.6 g min−1. Achieving this level of sensitivity means that the
system is capable of detecting all sources relevant to oil and
gas infrastructure, from so-called “super-emitters,” or large point
sources that account for a substantial portion of annual renegade
emissions, to small sources <1 ton yr−1 (e.g., faulty pneumatic
controllers). Additionally, the ability to support continuous mon-
itoring increases the chances of detecting large (and small)
episodic emission sources, for which there is currently little to
no data describing the frequency of occurrence. Thus, in regions
of dense oil and gas operations, this approach could lead to
drastically reduced monitoring costs, enabling economically
viable leak mitigation.

Future applications of the observation and inversion frame-
work described here range from detection and quantification

of trace gas sources over large urban and rural regions to sensitive
early-warning systems for the presence of small amounts of air-
borne chemical constituents, to confirmation and monitoring
of underground storage or sequestration of gaseous materials.
The system bridges a critical gap in existing trace-gas monitoring
capabilities by providing highly sensitive, time-varying, continu-
ous, regional-scale coverage.

Funding. Advanced Research Projects Agency—Energy
(ARPA-E) (DE-AR0000539); Office of Fossil Energy (DE-
FE0029168); Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA); National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST).

Fig. 5. Detection of two sources from among multiple potential sources. Layout of (a) and (b) in this figure follow that of Fig. 4. (c) True emission rates
(sources 2 and 4, solid gray lines; sources 1, 3, and 5, dotted black lines) and retrieved emission rates (sources 1, gray squares; 2, red diamonds; 3, orange
diamonds; 4, purple hourglasses; 5, gold asterisks).

Fig. 4. Detection of a small, time-varying methane source from 1 km. (a) Map showing the site configuration including retroreflectors (blue diamonds)
and source (red circle). (b) Methane concentrations measured on beam paths shown in (a). The light blue line denotes the background measurement (the
upwind beam depends on wind direction). (c) Retrieved emission rate (blue line; error bars are 1 − σ posterior uncertainty), compared with true emission
rate (black dotted line). Also shown is the prior estimate of the emission (thin gray line at zero) used in the inversion and the average values for both the
true emission rate (maroon dashed line) and the posterior (thick gray line with mean uncertainty).
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